
Unrestricted educational grant: a contribution to the
costs of the ESASO Institutional courses organization
as an educational activity
Industry-Sponsored satellite symposium: the
opportunity to organize a 30-minute satellite
symposium in one of the course’s days, being
therefore able to attract the entire event’s audience
Material used for hands-on courses: provision of
surgical instruments, equipment, or other material in
exchange for visibility/promotional opportunities
Possibility to show the logo in all course material

ESASO offers several options to corporate and non-profit
entities to demonstrate their commitment to improving
high-level education within the ophthalmic field by
providing financial support to the ESASO courses.

Please note that all the ESASO educational activities
could apply for European CME accreditation.

ESASO Institutional course
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https://www.esaso.org/education/education-overview/calendar-2023-application/
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ESASO Special courses and preceptorship

ESASO supports scientific programs according to the
company’s needs, creating tailored courses that combine
theory classes, wet lab sessions, and stimulating
discussions to allow interaction between participants
and speakers.
Courses can last from 1 to 3 days long and they are run
by the internationally renowned ESASO faculty that
ensure the high of the contents.
The course can be run in English or in the preferred local
language.
The educational events can be organized in one of the
ESASO campuses or wherever desired.
Please note that all the ESASO educational activities
could apply for European CME accreditation.

info@esaso.orgESASO

https://www.esaso.org/other-courses-symposia/


ESASO offers several options to corporate and non-profit
entities to demonstrate their commitment to improving
high-level education within the ophthalmic field by
providing financial support to the ESASO educational
platform.
- Unrestricted educational grant: a contribution to the
costs of the ESASO platform management and
maintenance
- Buying a corporate page
- Organization of educational webinars and online
courses

Please note that all the ESASO educational activities on
eLOS could apply for European CME accreditation.

eLOS eLearning Ocular Surgery
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https://www.esaso.org/elos-esaso-e-learning-ocular-surgery/


ESASO Plus helps both physicians and companies in
developing and conducting clinical trials, advisory
boards, consensus meetings, and much more.
Thanks to its huge international network and its
experience ESASO Plus can support the different stages
of a study giving useful suggestions and taking care of
all the aspects.

ESASO Plus
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https://www.esaso.org/esaso-plus/


As a Foundation dedicated to eye education, ESASO
aspires to help doctors and patients all around the
world, providing medical education for eye care
professionals in all countries.
ESASO organizes tailor-made programs to provide top-
level education to communities in need, following the
specific local requests. Thanks to this project, ESASO
offers ophthalmologists who live in underprivileged
countries (due to war, economic difficulty, political
instabilities, …) the opportunity to learn how to manage
specific local complications and the opportunity to
improve their knowledge.
The programs can include a full educational journey in
Lugano (or in another ESASO Campus) or in their
country. After this experience the professional would be
able to support patients and to help colleagues in the
daily practice, creating a virtuous circle.
ESASO offers several options to corporate and non-profit
entities to demonstrate their commitment to improving
high-level education within the ophthalmic field by
providing financial support to the ESASO fundraising
project.

Fundraising project
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https://www.esaso.org/seeworld/

